CONTROL COSTS.
SIMPLIFY ADMINISTRATION.
ENGAGE EMPLOYEES.

WHO WE ARE
Global Group is a state-of-the-art provider of cloud-based
technology and benefits outsourcing/consulting services that
streamline benefits, HR and payroll administration. Serving
millions of users nationwide, our benefits administration
offerings feature online enrollment, interactive decision
support, ACA compliance reporting and employee
engagement videos. These offerings are integrated with Global
Group Marketplace, a holistic solution that can cater to your
company’s unique needs, helps lower health benefit costs and
offers employees a simplified shopping experience.
We know, that’s a lot. Rest assured: We can and will deliver
results, with a nimble platform and a first-in-class team of
experts who understand benefits inside and out.
Let us show you what we can do.

SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY!

847.837.3037

WHAT WE CAN DO
Online enrollment
Employee decision support
FSA/HSA administration
ACA compliance
Data analytics/benchmarking
E mployee engagement and communication—including
custom videos and text messages
And more!

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS
FOR YOU

FOR EMPLOYEES

More money, fewer problems

Customized engagement and education

Partnering with Global Group means lower administrative costs
so you look like a star with your CFO. It also means spending
less time with paperwork, and more time on projects that
matter.

Consumer research shows that people are more likely to retain
information that’s presented visually. Use Global Group
Video Solutions to:

Technology you can count on

Deliver dozens of standard clips—on topics
like health savings accounts and coinsurance

With our Electronic Data Interface services, we:

Create custom videos just for you

B
 uild, test, run and maintain your feeds

Show employees how to complete common
tasks—like adding a dependent

Monitor feeds and address discrepancies

Personal decision support

Import data in your preferred format
Plus, our entire platform is highly configurable and easy to
update—no costly “change controls” here! We can shift and
adapt to best suit your benefits goals and workforce priorities.
Regulatory peace of mind
Avoid headaches—and penalties—with our ACA Compliance
Suite. We manage employee wage/hour eligibility, process
mandatory employee notices and offer support in completing
IRS forms.
Passionate experts
With centuries of combined experience, you won’t find a team
more knowledgeable or more committed. Leverage our
experts to collaborate with you on building a system aligned
with your benefits strategy and fine-tuned to your specific
needs.

Phone: 847.837.3037

Shopping for benefits doesn’t have to be a confusing chore for
employees. With Ask Emma, our interactive decision support
tool, it’s anything but! Emma is a friendly guide who helps your
people make more educated and personalized benefits
choices. She uses national and personal data to suggest benefit
plan options and help employees find the right match. (Plus,
she explains health care jargon along the way!)
First-class customer service
We hire the best people who exemplify our values of Higher
Standards, Greater Accountability and More Fun. Our customer
service team is thoroughly trained in key benefits areas like
insurance, HIPAA compliance and more. They’re ready and able
to address any question with knowledge and professionalism.

globalgroupinc.com
081016

